
  

 

 

“Best in KLAS” Report Names Security Audit Manager™ #1 for 
Patient Privacy Monitoring for Fourth Consecutive Year  

 

Marking its 15th anniversary, Security Audit Manager is implemented in more than 1,000 
North American facilities to help enhance patient privacy  

 
Boxford, Mass., Jan. 30, 2018 – For the fourth consecutive year, the Iatric Systems, Inc. 

Security Audit Manager™ solution was named the leader in the Patient Privacy Monitoring 

category of the 2018 Best in KLAS: Software & Services report. Security Audit Manager, 
which also was named Category Leader in the 2014, 2015/2016, and 2017 reports, ranked 

highly in each category by customers with an overall score of 91, an increase over last 

year’s score. 
 

Initially released in 2003, Security Audit Manager has been implemented in more than 
1,000 facilities throughout the U.S. and Canada. Using analytics, filtering, and behavioral 

analysis, Security Audit Manager works with all electronic health records (EHRs) to identify 

inappropriate access to Protected Health Information (PHI) across disparate systems. By 
leveraging a unique analytic strategy, Security Audit Manager filters out false positives, and 

ranks suspicious events so those with the highest risk and likelihood are marked for review 
first.  

 

“We have relied on Security Audit Manager for several years, and Iatric Systems continues 
to be a strong, strategic partner,” said RaeAnn Isaacson, Corporate Privacy Officer at 

UnityPoint Health. “Iatric Systems is always working on new and better ways to protect 
patient privacy so our patients know they can trust us completely to keep their health 

matters private.”  

 
“We are thrilled to receive this award for the fourth consecutive year. Protecting patient 

data is one of the most important tasks healthcare organizations have, and we take our role 

in helping them keep this data secure very seriously,” said Frank Fortner, President of Iatric 
Systems. “Since 2003, we have continually used our extensive healthcare IT experience and 

software development expertise to reinvent how patient privacy is protected.” 
 

At HIMSS18, Security Audit Manager will be marking its 15th anniversary, and the strong 

history of excellence will continue as Iatric Systems formally takes Security Audit Manager 
to the next evolution. Security Audit Manager iQ combines expert-based deterministic 

algorithms and machine-learning in a hybrid system to find suspicious behavior. It is 

building on the best of both environments to improve detection and reduce false positives. 
The review process has been further streamlined by extending behavioral analysis 

capabilities to user-defined roles. Security Audit Manager iQ is a complete solution that 

helps organizations identify, detect, prevent, and respond to privacy incidents and breaches. 
 

“We are looking forward to being a beta site for Security Audit Manager iQ,” said Miranda 

Brown, Patient Privacy Analyst at West Virginia University Health System. “As privacy 
managers, policing insider threats is just as vital as defending against external breaches. As 

threats to patient privacy become more complex, we must do everything possible to earn 
and maintain the trust of our patients and our communities, and we view our partnership 

with Iatric Systems as supporting that critical mission.” 

 

https://new.iatric.com/
https://new.iatric.com/automate-patient-privacy-monitoring


   
   

Security Audit Manager iQ will be showcased throughout HIMSS18 at the Iatric Systems 
exhibit, booth #7505, from March 5-9 in Las Vegas. To schedule a meeting, contact Iatric 

Systems at info@iatric.com.  
 

 

About KLAS 
KLAS is a data-driven company on a mission to improve the world’s healthcare 

by enabling provider and payer voices to be heard and counted. Working with 

thousands of healthcare professionals, KLAS collects insights on software, 
services and medical equipment to deliver reports, trending data and statistical 

overviews. KLAS data is accurate, honest and impartial. The research directly 
reflects the voice of healthcare professionals and acts as a catalyst for 

improving vendor performance. To learn more about KLAS and the insights 

we provide, visit www.KLASresearch.com.  
 

About Iatric Systems, Inc. 
Iatric Systems is a healthcare technology company dedicated to helping hospitals enhance 

their IT investments. We do so with our diverse healthcare experience, an extensive partner 

network, and our proven capabilities in interoperability, patient privacy, and EHR 
optimization. For more than 25 years, Iatric Systems has delivered solutions to more than 

1,300 healthcare organizations and has integrated more than 800 vendor solutions. For 
more information, contact Iatric Systems at info@iatric.com, visit our website at 

www.iatric.com, or connect with us on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. 
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